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Volunteered and ultimately employed on more than one occasion in the past, 
exceeding goals. A level-headed health professional that remains calm in 
extremely difficult and stressful situations. Have a strong belief in the importance 
of compassion and support in patient care.

MAY 2012 – OCTOBER 2012
JUNIOR TECHNICIAN - ABC CORPORATION

 Tear down and rebuild blood analyzers, their control interface, and rebuild from 
a skeleton frame.

 Ran diagnostics for computers that were considered faulty.
 Interpreted and fixed complex problems regarding the different models.
 Demonstrated talent for quickly and accurately diagnosing mechanical.
 Provide routine preventative maintenance services; inspection and cleaning of 

cooling towers and water pretreatment equipment.
 Taught incoming freshmen how to connect their laptops, tablets, and gaming 

devices to the university network.
 Install needed software to do so.

2010 – 2012
JUNIOR TECHNICIAN - DELTA CORPORATION

 Primary Function was to tear down and rebuild blood analyzers, their control 
interface, and rebuild from a skeleton frame.

 Also ran diagnostics for computers that where considered faulty.
 This was also a chance for me to develop and further my computer building 

skills down to a component level and software level.
 It was a temporary job and after my contract was up I was released and focused

on my scholastics.
 Interpreted and fixed complex problems regarding different model of Toyota 

cars Demonstrated talent for quickly and accurately diagnosing mechanical .
 Provide routine preventative maintenance services; inspection and cleaning of 

cooling towers and water pretreatment equipment Maintain tools and .
 Teach incoming freshman how to connect there laptops, tablets, and gaming 

devices to the university network.

EDUCATION

AAS in Cyber Security and Computer Forensics - (Peninsula College)
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SKILLS

Analysis of Hand Samples, Well Cuttings.
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